
Integrated Technology to Power Personalized Hospitality 

Waitlist         Reservations Table Management + 
Curbside Take-out Comms

Drive parties directly from Google, 
social and your website with Wisely’s 
‘Join Waitlist’ button on all channels

Direct to Consumer, no per cover fee, 
modern interface for ops + guests

Intuitive interface—easy to train & 
use iPad App for the Host Stand

Wisely’s SmartQuote™ Technology 
learns your dining room, suggested 

quoting boosts waitlist retention 

Your book, your way—complete 
control over your reservation 

availability (view, edit, publish)

Mission control for your FOH allowing 
you to greet, seat, and serve guests 

with no time wasted

Keep in touch with guests in real-time 
via two-way texting and customizable 

automated messages

Personalize the guest experience 
in-restaurant, system automatically 

connects guest info to Host App (visit 
history, birthday, etc.)

Decrease time btw turns w/ 
suggested seating and section 

based quoting

Coming soon: Guest option to “Order 
Ahead” while on the waitlist (order fires 

when they’re sat—requires Olo)

Option to turn on pre-paid 
reservations for contactless pre-fixe 
menus or custom reservation types

For curbside: Olo orders flow into 
the app, guests are notified when 

their order is ready & text back (e.g. 
car make/model) for hand-off

“Wisely has been a true partner for us—they’re constantly improving the tools based on 
our suggestions, and problem solving with us to help us meet our needs as we grow. 
Overall, they help us be better at what we do.” 

— BIll Long, CFO @ Snooze

Easy to train and use tools—tested + perfected with real people running busy restaurants. Wisely’s 

products are built to function as one integrated hospitality system, engineered to simplify everyday 

tasks so you can get back to what matters most—your guests. Whether your goal is implementing 

reservations for the first time or increasing dining room efficiency at limited capacity, Wisely has the 

tools you need to make personalized hospitality a reality (even as we enter a ‘new normal’).
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